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When I wasn’t looking, my life composed itself through
trials and errors, and that inner cave of mine became a
cloister where I feel at home. Relaxing into this peaceful
space where I stand now mirrors what I feel within—a
quiet, well-proportioned interior, defined by the interplay
of light and shadow, losses blended in, stippled with subtle
emotions—ruefulness, poignancy, wistfulness—rather than
the dramatic sensations I once craved.
• Gail Tyson, How to See Clearly

Helen Shulman
Portfolio: Starting, Stopping,
and What Happens in Between
For years, the paintings in the garage teased us
like unopened gifts, those unknown canvasses
wrapped neatly in brown butcher paper, sealed
with yellowed masking tape and stacked high in the
rafters. We would glance up at them with furtive
curiosity when we took out the garbage or put
discarded newspapers in the recycle bin.
• Dorothy Rice, The Paintings in the Rafters

Julie A. Struck
Portfolio: Enduring Work

Ekaterina Bykhovskaya
Portfolio: Jerusalem, Old City

“When you were little I had to put you
in the kitchen closet just to keep you safe
while I slept in the afternoons. I could
hardly do that to your father, now could
I? You should take a look in that closet,
Dana. Your funny little drawings are still
there on the baseboards. I never had the
heart to paint over them, so lively they
make me smile. It’s what you did while
I napped. I believe that was the start of
your art career.”
• Joan Thornton, Traces of Longing

Sara Slee Brown
Portfolio: Discoveries
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Julie A. Struck, Mid-Life Crisis.
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Helen Shulman, That Which is Taken for
Granted Becomes Invisible.
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Stil Point
Art Gallery

Current Exhibition

Winter Splendor
November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
stillpointartgallery.com

I prefer winter and fall, when you feel the bone

Nancy Teague, Best Painting or Drawing.

structure of the landscape — the loneliness of

Teague is from Lincoln, Nebraska and her winning

it, the dead feeling of winter. Something waits

image is Wintry Cardinal Wheeeee! (p. 8)

beneath it, the whole story doesn’t show.
~Andrew Wyeth

Judith Rosenthal, Best Three-Dimensional or
Mixed-Media Artwork.

The color of springtime is in the flowers; the color

Rosenthal is from New Jersey and her winning

of winter is in the imagination.

image is Winter Flowers. (p. 9)

~Terri Guillemets
Everyone who knows me knows I love winter! Good

Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition—
Winter Splendor—is viewable in our online

thing I live in Maine where winter often lasts from the

gallery and will remain a featured exhibition through

far up north in the fall, and I almost always see a

January 31, 2014. In this issue we feature images

snowfall at the end of October before I pack up to

from this exhibition, but there are many more to see

go south for the winter . . . southern Maine, that is,

online. Honored artists for this exhibition are:

where snow is a bit less abundant and temperatures

end of October to the middle of April. I am usually

a bit more mild.

Arthur Kvarnstrom, Best in Show—Portfolio.
Kvarnstrom is from New York City and the set of

I never tire of stepping outside on a cold winter

eight images in the exhibition are from his series,

morning—trees are covered in piles of pure white

Winter. (p. 5)

snow; the cold bites my face; the snow is mounded
on tree stumps and hummocks, making the ground

David Henderson, Best in Show—Single Image.

look like a scattering of giant marshmallows; here

Henderson is from New Jersey and his winning

and there a drooping tree branch, heavily laden

image is Fosterfields. (p. 6)

with snow, suddenly bounces back to its original
position, sending snow flying through the air; and

Jane Paradise, Best Photograph or Digital Artwork.

the silence is mesmerizing. Winter is serene, silent,

Paradise is from Massachusetts and her winning

and splendid. This is Winter Splendor.

image is Snow Dunes. (p. 7)
Debra Small, Winter Slumber.
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Christine Cote, Editor

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Arthur Kvarnstrom

Winter 1 & 6

oil on panel
arthurkvarnstrom.com
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

David Henderson

Fosterfields

oil on masonite panel
dfhendersonfineart.com
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November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Photograph or Digital Artwork

Jane Paradise

Snow Dunes

photography
janeparadise.com
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Nancy Teague

Wintry Cardinal Wheeeee!
acrylic
nancyteaguestudio.com
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November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Three-Dimensional or Mixed-Media Artwork

Judith Rosenthal

Winter Flowers

porcelain paper clay
judithrosenthal.com
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

Leslie Parke, M orning F rost
leslieparke.com

M ichael Welch , Snow

and I ce

Floes

michaelwelchfineart.com
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on the

River

November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

B ob Craig , Northern Lights
bobcraigcollage.ca

Eleanor G oldstein, T he H igh Peaks
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

J asna Dragun, F rozen Apples
jasnaart.blogspot.com

Leonard Williams, Yellow Springs

brokenantlerstudio.com
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in the

Glenn

November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

J ohn G illuly, Winter Solstice
gillulyfineart.com

M ichael Piotrowski, Spring H opes
michaelpiotrowski.com
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

K athy Conway, Silence

of

New Snow

Debra Small, Winter Starkness
debrasmallphotography.com
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November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

B obby B aker, J anuary B each
bobbybaker.com
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

F rank B aggett , F rozen Creek
frankbaggett.com

M argruite K rahn, Eddie
margruitekrahn.com
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November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Patricia Scarborough , Windswept
pscarborougharts.com
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

Dave Clough , Looks I nviting

on a

Cold Winter’s Night

davecloughphotography.com

David Quinn, Cold Sun
dquinnphotography.com
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November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Debra H ouston, A Quiet Walk T ogether
artbydjh.com

M arie Dancy -B rennan, Winter F antasy
zhibit.org/mdbrennan
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

Starry Night , K arla Van Vliet
vanvlietarts.com
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November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Shoshanna Ahart , Wintery View
ah-art.com

Carolyn Warm Sun, T ree

in

warmsunart.com

Winter Fog
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Current Exhibition
Winter Splendor

Elin Dolle, Winter’ s F airy T ale

Cheryl M acLean, Silence
pbase.com/cherylmaclean
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November 1 , 2013 to January 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

M arko Susla, Nichols Orchard B lizzard 1
susla.photoshelter.com

T homas Pickarski , I ce Sculpture
thomaspickarski.com
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Stil Point
Art Gallery

Have you ever been
somewhere familiar
at night and found
yourself saying, “It looks
so different at night!”
Nighttime landscapes
have a unique and special
beauty. This exhibition
looks at landscapes by day
and landscapes by night,
observing the contrasts and
enjoying the splendor.
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Upcoming Exhibitions
stillpointartgallery.com

Gallery Artists
stillpointartgallery.com
Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists due to the distinctiveness
of their work. These artists are selected because their work shows strong evidence of skill with the medium and
contributes in a meaningful way to the theme of the exhibition. In addition, these artists are selected because
their work is engaging in some special and unique way. This engagement is an all-important element of art.
Honored artists are offered the opportunity to exhibit more of their art as Gallery Artists for one year. We are
very pleased to give them this opportunity and delighted to show their work. Our current Gallery Artists are
listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing artists.

Bobby Baker, photographer, New Hampshire
John Christopher Brooks, photographer, Great Britain
Ekaterina Bykhovskaya, photographer, Strasbourg, France
Maya Chachava, painter and photographer, Washington
Constance Culpepper, painter, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania
Irene Hill, photographer, Atlantis, Florida
Debra Houston, painter, Portland, Oregon
Susan Landor Keegin, painter, Sausalito, California
Patrick Linehan, photographer, Evanston, Illinois

Debra Houston. Lonely Street.
Acrylic.

Laurie McCormick, photographer, Los Angeles, California
Leyla Aysel Munteanu, mixed media artist, Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Selena Nawrocki, mixed media artist, Douglas, Georgia
Leslie Parke, painter, Cambridge, New York
Jarred Pfeiffer, ceramist, Wisconsin
Julie A. Struck, mixed media artist, Rockport, Indiana
Bethany Rachelle Swanson, painter, Big Canoe, Georgia
Jill Valliere, mixed media artist, Rockland, Maine
Anthony R. Whelihan, mixed media artist, Minnesota
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CONTRIBUTORS
FEATURED ARTISTS

Sara Slee Brown
Iowa City, Iowa
sarasleebrown.com
sarasleebrown@gmail.com
represented by
The Chait Galleries Downtown
Iowa City, Iowa
thegalleriesdowntown.com
319-338-4442

Julie A. Struck
Rockport, Indiana
warriorwoman-productions.com

CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS

David Morel
Ekaterina Bykhovskaya
Strasbourg, France
bykhovskaya.com

Nashville, Tennessee
davidmorelphoto.com
davidlmorel@gmail.com

Joseph Flavius Rice
Helen Shulman
Cambridge, New York
helenshulman.com
helen@helenshulman.com
represented by
Pryor Fine Art
Atlanta, Georgia
pryorfineart.com
404-352-8775
Kobalt Gallery
Provincetown, Massachusetts
kobaltgallery.com
617-893-0110
West Branch Gallery & Sculpture Park
Stowe, Vermont
westbranchgallery.com
802-253-8943
Allyn Gallup Contemporary Art
Sarasota, Florida
miramarart.com
941-366-2454
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josephflaviusrice.com

WRITERS

Dorothy

Rice, mother
of five, lives in Sacramento,
California. Inspired by her
father’s lifelong dedication to
art, she recently retired from a
35-year career in environmental
protection to pursue her lifelong dream,
writing. Rice is enrolled in a creative writing
M.F.A. program and is working on a novel that
incorporates images of her father’s paintings.
Her fiction and essays have appeared or are
forthcoming in Mused, The American River
Review, Big Pulp, The Whistling Fire and other
literary journals.

POETS

Dana Yost
WRITERS (continued)

Joan Thornton

is both a painter and a
writer. She combines her interest in words and
images by creating books that include poems
with illustrations and graphic works that
serve as narrative prompts. Born and raised in
western Massachusetts, she earned her M.F.A.
in painting at the San Francisco Art Institute.
Her most recent work has appeared in The
West Marin Review, Lummox, Garbanzo,
and the Australian magazine, Going Down
Swinging. Her paintings have been shown in
numerous California galleries, including The
Vorpol, The Wignal Museum, Mad River Post,
Bolinas Museum, and Gallery Route One.

was born in Lincoln County,
Minnesota, and lived most of his life in
southwest Minnesota. Since January 2010, he
and his wife have lived in Forest City, Iowa.
On a daily basis Yost battles with mental
health issues that include major recurrent
depression, severe anxiety disorder, obsessivecompulsive disorder, and agoraphobia. Since
leaving the newspaper industry in 2008, he
often uses his writing to promote a better
understanding of mental illness and relies on
therapy, medications, and faith to manage his
own health issues. He is the author of three
books: Grace (Spoon River Poetry Press, 2008),
a collection of poems; The Right Place (Ellis
Press, 2010), a collections of poems and essays;
and A Higher Level: Southwest State Women’s
Tennis 1979-1992 (Ellis Press, 2012), which
reports on regional sports history and provides
social commentary.

Gail Tyson

has been a
pilgrim since she was a child,
riding her bike on all-day
“adventures.” Hiking inspires
her, whether she is on the trails
near the cabin she shares with
Dick and their border collie, Maggie, or in
Wales or France. She received an M.A. in
English from Stanford University’s Creative
Writing Program. When she is not writing
poems or nonfiction narratives, she works as
an educational marketing consultant.

Luisa Villani

was born on a vineyard in
Tujunga, California in 1964. She holds degrees
in English and poetry from California State
University, Northridge, and a master’s degree
in women’s studies from the University of
Pittsburgh. She has taught English in Russia and
the Ukraine, and in 1997 was the coordinator
for Project Chiapas, a nonprofit organization that
conducted a field study of indigenous politics
at the Na-Bolom Cultural Museum in San
Cristobal, Mexico. Her poetry chapbook, On the
Eve of Everything, was published by WECS Press
in 1998 as winner of their annual competition.
Her poems have appeared in The New England
Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, The Hiram
Poetry Review, and other journals. She has been
a finalist for the Pablo Neruda Prize.
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HELEN SHULMAN
Painter
I was about eight years old, sitting with an art teacher on an Ohio farm
road. We were drawing a barn. Near the barn was a huge pine tree. The
teacher suggested it would look good behind the barn. “But it’s over
there,” I said. “It’s your painting; you can put the tree wherever you want
it,” she responded.

Helen Shulman was stunned. She was in love. She was free. If she
painted, she could put the tree wherever she wanted! Her path was
determined. She was going to be an artist.
There were, as it often happens, many side journeys. She earned a
Master’s degree in mathematics and began pursuing her Ph.D.—until
she realized she wasn’t chasing her dream.
After leaving graduate school in Los Angeles, Shulman moved to
New York City and took a job teaching mathematics to bright kids with
emotional disabilities. Eventually this led to a Master’s degree in social
work. She then had a series of jobs in mental health and eventually
started her own private psychotherapy practice.
Shulman wove and worked in clay but didn’t pick up a paintbrush until
she finally began to wonder what she was waiting for. After summoning
her courage, Shulman signed up for art classes at the School of the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, Massachusetts, where she studied parttime for four years. Now she paints and finds that her work is influenced
by her experiences in her psychotherapy practice.
Shulman splits her time between Quechee, Vermont and Naples, Florida.
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PORTFOLIO
Starting, Stopping, and What Happens in Between

Building a painting, like an architectural structure,
starts from the inside and works out. Developing a
relationship with a painting, like a friendship, starts
from the outside and works in.
When I start a painting it is my job to create an
understructure that is stable enough to sustain
subsequent layers. When the painting is complete, I
want it to have a beautiful enough skin to invite people
to linger and an interesting enough interior to retain
their attention.

Is It Hot Here, Or Is It Just Me?, 2013.
30 x 30 inches (76.2 x 76.2 cm).
Oil on panel.

To build the framework, I start with a landscape based on one of the dramatic
paintings of the Hudson River Painters, a seascape or marsh scene by Martin
Johnson Heade, a sketch I’ve done, or a figure drawing from one of the many life
drawing sessions I attend each year.
The middle of the process isn’t particularly tidy, but in general form it’s quite
predictable. It always involves as much staring at the picture as it does applying
paint. It always involves a lot of sanding, scraping, adding paint, scraping again.
It also involves a lot of avoidance techniques—drinking coffee, checking email,
pacing about, making phone calls, searching for chocolate. And, it always
involves an endless loop of “Wow, look at that, I’ve got it right!” quickly followed
by “You’re such a loser, you can’t do anything!”
Starting a painting is more intellectual; ending is more emotional. I can clearly
describe how I start, but I stop when it feels right, when the surface is rich
enough, the light defined enough, the palette pleasing enough. When the eye is
encouraged to travel around, when the imagination is put into play, when separate
sections work independently, and the whole works together, it is finished.
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Helen Shulman

Save As. 24 x 32 inches (60.9 x 81.2 cm). Oil on panel.
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Starting, Stopping, and What Happens in Between

Just in Time, 2011. 24 x 32 inches (60.9 x 81.2 cm). Oil on panel.
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Helen Shulman

See Escapes, 2013. 40 x 30 inches (101.6 x 76.2 cm). Oil on panel.
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Starting, Stopping, and What Happens in Between

Inns and Outs, 2013.
40 x 60 inches (101.6 x 152.4 cm).
Oil on panel.

Your Journey Will Be Satisfying In Unexpected Ways, 2012.
36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm).
Oil, encaustic, and metal on panel.
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Helen Shulman

That Which Is Taken for Granted Becomes Invisible, 2010. 96 x 48 inches (243.8 x 121.9 cm). Oil on panels.
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Starting, Stopping, and What Happens in Between

You Can Tackle Anything You Put Your Mind To, 2012. 96 x 48 inches (243.8 x 121.9 cm). Oil on panel.
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Helen Shulman

Out of the Blue, 2013. 48 x 23 inches (121.9 x 58.4 cm) Oil on panel.
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Starting, Stopping, and What Happens in Between

Our Poem, Our Song, Our History. 62 x 30 inches (157.4 x 76.2 cm). Oil on panel.

You Can Wander Unaided and Still Fine Your Way Home. 60 x 18 inches (152.4 x 45.7 cm). Oil on panel.
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H ow

to

See C learly

Gail Tyson
When I wasn’t looking, my life composed itself through trials and errors, and
that inner cave of mine became a cloister where I feel at home. Relaxing into
this peaceful space where I stand now mirrors what I feel within—a quiet,
well-proportioned interior, defined by the interplay of light and shadow,
losses blended in, stippled with subtle emotions—ruefulness, poignancy,
wistfulness—rather than the dramatic sensations I once craved.

Vincent Van Gogh, The Olive Trees, 1889. 36 x 28.6 inches (91.4 x 72.6 cm). Oil on canvas.
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A drawing is simply a line going for a walk.
~ Paul Klee

H

ow

I

saw myself

at the beginning of this

hike—strong, confident—is not how I feel

now, staring at my ankle saddle-bagged by ice
packs. Two hours of trekking through gorges and
boulder-hopping up 1200 feet of an old packhorse trail have exhausted me. The experience has

also made me deeply anxious. A fall in Avignon
wrenched this ankle, twisting weakened ligaments
yet again. Now, at the beginning of a week-long
hike in Provence, my ankle is throbbing and my
assumptions curtailed. Chastened, I have taken
the afternoon off, leg elevated, to consider my
limitations as clearly as possible.
I had dreamed of coming to Provence for
decades. Many painters—Matisse, Van Gogh,

Vincent Van Gogh, Cafe Terrace at Night, 1888. 25.4 x 31.9 inches
(64.5 x 81.0)cm). Oil on canvas.

Cézanne, Chagall, to name a few—developed

mishap and unexpected vulnerability, enable me

a new way of seeing here in the south of France.

to see myself more clearly?

Under a sky scoured a shining blue by the mistral,

I’d been chasing after clarity for several years.

they fell under the spell of the light, which seems

My curiosity about how artists see their subjects

to reflect the golden warmth incubated in dry-

had burrowed deep inside me twenty-seven years

stone buildings. Spellbound, they saw life in a

ago, during a conversation with the sculptor

sugar basin, sunflowers, Cézanne’s “apple that

Angela Gregory. As a young woman, she had

would astound Paris.” Knowing these works, I

traveled to Paris to learn how to cut stone in

have come here to immerse myself in this honeyed

the studio of sculptor Antoine Bourdelle, who

light, hoping to answer my question, “How does

had himself been a student of Rodin. In her two

clear observation kindle the imagination?” Now

years there, and for over fifty years following, she

I wonder, would clear observation, rather than a

chiseled many portrait busts, architectural figures,
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Gail Tyson

you would do our portraits.”
She turned her gaze on one
guest across the table: blonde,
lush, vivid as a peony, her
buoyant laughter reaching out
and encircling each person.
“Susan I would do in oils,” she
reflected, then turned to me,
“and you would make a good
pencil drawing.”
There I sat, reserved, reedthin,

crestfallen

at

the

comparison. “You have such
delicate features,” Angela went
on, but I had already withdrawn
to my inner cave, curling up in
that dark, warm space where
Paul Cézanne, The François Zola Dam, 1877-78. 29.2 x 21.3 inches
(74.2 x 54.2 cm). Oil on canvas.

the walls bloomed with a selfimage that was bright, textured,

and bas-relief sculpture for buildings. When we

and richly layered. In fact, the

met she was eighty-two, I was thirty-three. She

delicacy of my features mirrored a personality

no longer had the strength to carve monumental

barely sketched in. I would have to live a lot

pieces, but she still saw the world through the

longer before I could stop confusing what I

eyes of an artist.

yearned to be and who I really was. Almost three

At a dinner party one night, Angela gazed

decades later, staring at my ankle, I sigh. Seeing

raptly across the table at an older man. His

myself plainly is, well, clearly a work in progress.

beautifully shaped, perfectly bald head towered

When life reflects a part of myself I haven’t yet

over the other guests. Noticing me observing

imagined, what does it take for me to turn toward

her, she whispered, “God, I’d love to sculpt his

it? Perhaps I am just a slow learner. Or perhaps

head.” Her sensual passion first stunned, then

anyone can find herself needing to go far to see

intrigued me. Realizing that she saw subjects in

that vital truth.

terms of a medium, I coaxed her, “Tell us how
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How to See Clearly

Cutting into color reminds me of the
sculptor’s direct carving.
~ Henri Matisse

squares in stains at once earthy and radiant, these
pigments are magical.
They’re also natural, washed from the vast
ocher deposits surrounding Roussillon, the largest

Icepacks to reduce the swelling and prayers to

vein of this ore in the world. Ocher is an ancient
material; three hundred fifty miles away and

every saint I know put me back on the trail the

twenty thousand years ago, the Lascaux cave

next day. At first my boots minced along rutted

dwellers painted their horses and bison in red and

forest paths, until a series of encounters made me

yellow ocher. In the early twentieth century, local

forget my caution: mushrooms as big as berets,

laborers began milling ocher for use as a thickener

the woody scent of thyme crushed between my

in the manufacture of rubber and other products.

fingers, the joie de vivre of tail-wagging Brittany
spaniels out for a day of hunting. My friend,
Janet, and I chatted with a farmer in his vineyard,
where white boar had gorged themselves on
rows of glistening Syrah grapes, and everyone
listened to streams murmuring to the rocks far
below us as we climbed. And while our group
of ten had come here to escape the familiar
contours of our lives back home, we walked a
little deeper today into shared stories about the
work and family and interests that make each of
us who we are.
The route took us between the Luberon hills
and the Vaucluse plateau, up to a village reckless
with color. Roussillon, perched on ocher cliffs, is
like an artist’s paint box come to life—not a messy,
pigment-smeared palette, but a suite of singular,

Paul Cézanne, Mountains in Provence, 1886-90. 31.3 x 25 inches
(79.4 x 63.5 cm). Oil on canvas.

intense hues embodied in a rust-red doorway,
a mustard-gold wall, and shutters the color of

Undoubtedly they viewed the results of their hard

l’heure bleue, the blue hour just before the sun

work with pride. What they could not see, as the

sets. Drenching cobblestoned alleys and small

fine, siliceous dust sifted past their simple cotton
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Gail Tyson

masks, down their throats and into their chests,

Then, buoyant as children on a field trip, we

was the disease already budding in their lungs.

trooped outside to follow the trail of transformation,

After passing through the Ocher Trail, which

from large containers where jets of water render

winds through twisted pillars in shades of cinnamon

ocher from heavier sand, and the Provençal wind

and turmeric, our hiking group visited the Ocher

and sunshine dry the sand from May to September.

and Color Conservatory. Here, on the grounds

Long ago, workers stoked fires beneath towering

of the former Mathieu factory, my friend Amy, a

vats of ocher and labored through long shifts while

painter, almost swooned before hundreds of glass

clamoring machines showered them with clouds of

jars filled with autumn-toned powdered pigments.

silica that gently, menacingly coated their lungs.

Paul Cézanne, House in Provence, 1885-86. 32 x 25.5 inches (81.3 x 64.8 cm). Oil on canvas.
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How to See Clearly

High on one wall, canvas coats and masks worn

with the painstaking control of a fine seamstress.

by workers almost one hundred years ago hung

My forties felt like an abstract painting by Mark

carefully, like an exhibit of kimonos or quilts. An

Rothko, its deep plums and chestnut infused with

artist, moved by their story, has painted these

regret or ripeness depending on where you stood.

artifacts of labor with the pigments made today.

And my fifties freed me to take risks, grasping the

Ashes to ashes. Her memorial quieted all of us.

hands of intrepid hikers like Amy and Janet with

Only later do I realize how her work proves what

the exuberance of Matisse’s Dance. I’ve used this

so many artists have said: they do not paint their

device as a way to frame each decade partway

subject, but how that object or place or person

through, at the point I’ve wondered: Where do I

makes them feel. This artist has turned these

go from here?

ordinary masks and simple mantles into a kind

The last afternoon of our walking tour I knew

of winding sheet for the vanished dead. Months

exactly where I wanted to go. With Amy and Janet, I

later the image still coiled sorrow and pity around

opted out of the scheduled hike and instead walked

my heart.

down an old, unmarked trail from the Gordes road
to the Abbey of Senanque. The way was steep, the
pea-sized, loose gravel scattering under our boots.

People think how a sugar basin has no

Slipping and sliding, bracing myself with my hiking

physiognomy, no soul. But it changes every day.

stick, I peeked through the trees as the Abbey came

~ Paul Cézanne

into view below. The lavender fields were shorn, but
I could easily imagine them; for years I’ve awoken to
gaze at a lithograph of the scene before me. Using

W hen I was younger, I yearned to be a painter,

a set of greasy crayons or pencils, the artist Marie

but I didn’t have the eye—literally. One recent

Gabrielle drew a mirrored image of her watercolor

psychological experiment suggests that visual

onto a smooth stone tablet, and then printed her

artists perceive objects differently, looking at color,

vision: rows of lush purple blooms stretching into

curves, and shadows—what Cézanne might call

the foreground from the twelfth-century building,

the soul of the sugar basin—while non-artists just

the abbey in the middle ground, framed by blurry

see a familiar container.

trees in jade, olive, and forest green, and looming

Although I didn’t have the eye to paint, I thought
of life in terms of art, titling different decades in

behind it hills painted a misty yet saturated teal, a
blend of blue sky and green earth.

terms of particular works. My thirties, I joked, were

Now, what I saw for the first time was the Abbey

like the Bayeux Tapestry—lots of battles executed

centered in a peaceful valley, ringed by hills. How
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Vincent Van Gogh, The Starry Night, 1889. 36.2 x 28.7 inches (91.9 x 72.8 cm). Oil on canvas.

the rows of lavender would spread like pulsing

We entered the Abbey and walked through

arteries away from the Abbey heart, swaying to

cavernous, simple rooms. Here and there, etched

the chants from the chapel drifting on the breeze.

in plaster, were ancient stonemason marks

How the scent, wafting, would turn the valley into a

recorded for payment—marks that had outlived

censer, pearling the Vespers light. How the cadence

their makers by nine centuries. Pausing in the

of planting, full bloom, and harvest rotated through

cloister, we beheld the courtyard of plantings

the seasons, as faithful and life-giving as a circulatory

framed by a pillared arcade. My eye lingered on

system, rooted yet ceaselessly moving forward.

the capitals at the top of the pillars. Each one was
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different, carved with palm leaves, petals, and water lilies, simply decorated so as
to purge the mind of distractions. As simple, I thought, as a drawing etched in stone.
That long ago conversation with Angela reverberated, and I realized how much it
had guided me to this moment. Recalling it is a way of tracing how I got from there
to here, like the arc from first sketch to a finer drawing, like Van Gogh’s portraits
of the postman who, he wrote to his brother, looked like Socrates. When I wasn’t
looking, my life composed itself through trials and errors, and that inner cave of
mine became a cloister where I feel at home. Relaxing into this peaceful space
where I stand now mirrors what I feel within—a quiet, well-proportioned interior,
defined by the interplay of light and shadow, losses blended in, stippled with subtle
emotions—ruefulness, poignancy, wistfulness—rather than the dramatic sensations
I once craved. Words chisel themselves, simple and clean, into the silence. •

Vincent Van Gogh, View of Arles, Flowering Orchards, 1889. 36.2 x 28.3 inches (92 × 72 cm). Oil on canvas.
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JULIE A. STRUCK
Mixed Media Artist
Julie A. Struck was born in Chicago, Illinois,
grew up in 1960s suburbia, and became a mother
and wife in quick succession before the age of
twenty-one. She then began the arduous, yet joyous,
work necessary to become a college art professor.
For twenty years she has been creating and
exhibiting traditional mixed media and digital
artworks while struggling to achieve tenure at
several higher education institutions. Her work
appeared in numerous juried and invitational oneperson exhibits. However, in 2010, the academic
part of her professional life changed profoundly.
Since then, she has transformed herself into a
as well as mixed media artist. As a professional
teaching artist, she offers art workshops, unique

multidisciplinary programs, and arts empowerment activities at area schools and social service
organizations. in addition to continuing her activities as a visual artist, she has been pursuing a
variety of interest areas including arts advocacy, higher education reform, and creative writing
that explores the connections between her life in academia and surviving an abusive childhood.
She has completed a memoir, Semesterland, about connections between her academic life and
troubled childhood, and excerpts have been published in Still Point Arts Quarterly and Line Zero.
Several of her artworks have also appeared in literary journals, including Kestrel, Vine Leaves,
and Gambling the Aisle.
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The Sewing Circle, 2002. 11 x 14 inches (27.9 x 35.5 cm). Digital collage.

creative writer and independent arts educator
Snow Queen Series 1, 2013.
9 x 10 inches (22.8 x 25.4 cm).
Mixed media on paper.

PORTFOLIO
Enduring Work
My recent traditional mixed media collages explore what school and
learning once meant to me. What I call Semesterland saved my life
when I was a girl because it was the only safe, predictable place where
things made sense. This place of safety was important because, even
though trying to succeed in an academic system as an adult almost
destroyed me, I never lost the love I have for learning and teaching.
Two of these artworks, The Big Secret and Making Words Work ,
illustrate the painful, yet wonderful, personal and professional awakening
I experienced during and directly after the terrible events tied to my last
tenure-track teaching position.

Semesterland 8, 2013.
6 x 9 inches (15.2 x 22.8 cm).
Mixed media on paper.

The digital collages shown here are excerpts from a series I created
in the early to mid-2000s, influenced by both my teaching job taking
Magnetism, 2003. 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm). Digital collage.

a negative turn and the discovery of a collection of photographs of
my mother and others on the maternal side of my family. Images
of my mother as an innocent little girl and her parents as young
parents themselves had an enormous impact on me. At the time I
was attempting to reconcile with my mother and father after a tenyear absence that came about as a result of being awakened to long
repressed memories of sexual and psychological abuse. In creating
these artworks I was trying very hard to understand a woman who
would allow terrible things to happen to her own children in order to
save herself. And I am still working to understand my parents, while also

Semesterland 8, 2013.
6 x 9 inches (15.2 x 22.8 cm).
Mixed media on paper.

celebrating the courageous girl I was and woman I am to have survived
academia as well as a horrendous childhood.
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Semesterland 5, 2012. 6 x 9 inches (15.2 x 22.8 cm). Mixed media on paper.
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Semesterland Sisters, 2012. 9 x 6 inches (22.8 x 15.2 cm). Mixed media on paper.
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Making Words Work, 2012. 7 x 9 inches (17.7 x 22.8 cm). Mixed media on paper.
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Enduring Work

The Big Secret, 2009. 10 x 12 inches (25.4 x 30.4 cm). Mixed media on paper.
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Struck
Struck

Mid-Life Crisis, 2011. 18 x 24 inches (45.7 x 60.9 cm). Digital collage.
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Career Girls, 2005. 18 x 24 inches (45.7 x 60.9 cm). Digital collage.
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Artificial Pattern, 2005. 18 x 24 inches (45.7 x 60.9 cm). Digital collage.
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Enduring Work

Induction, 2003. 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm). Digital collage.
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The Art of Field Rock
(in memory of Jim Dahl)
I stack
these words
to remember how
you stacked flat field rock
into art, a sort
of found sculpture
that yielded mini-towers,
minarets, replicas of chimney buttes,
spires, columns, monuments not to soldiers
or pioneers but to the prairie itself:
piles, casual, random-looking, but I know
you must have sifted hand and fingers
through dirt and stone to find good companions,
rock which your eye could tell
had the right balance and fit, color play,
to draw our gaze
as we motored through
the countryside,
and discovered the gifts
you left for us between fence posts,
at the edge of field approaches,
at the intersections of plowed
land and gravel road, rising from flat:
such delightful salutes to come upon
in the amblings of a prairie day.
Dana Yost
James Dahl,
acclaimed painter and sculptor
from Cottonwood and Marshall, Minnesota,
died August 18, 2012, at the age of 54.
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Tinelot Wittermans. Switzerland. Wikimedia Commons.

T races

of

Longing

Joan Thornton
“When you were little I had to put you in the kitchen closet just to keep
you safe while I slept in the afternoons. I could hardly do that to your
father, now could I? You should take a look in that closet, Dana. Your
funny little drawings are still there on the baseboards. I never had the
heart to paint over them, so lively they make me smile. It’s what you did
while I napped. I believe that was the start of your art career.”

M

y

mother

phones

and says,

“Dana, your father is dying. He’s

asking to see you.” As if coming from
another room I hear my own voice
respond civilly to the elderly voice of
my female parent. “I’ll arrange to fly out
as soon as I can,” I assure her, but I don’t
want to do this. Years have passed since
I’ve seen or spoken with either of them.
It’s semester’s end and I have some
trouble

finding

substitutes

for

my

classes but by the close of the day I
have a reservation on a flight from San
Francisco to Boston, and before sunrise
of the next day I’m complaining to my
youngest daughter as she drives me to
the airport. I can’t seem to stop recycling
old complaints.
“Are they really that bad, Mom?”
“Not my father, my mother, and she’s
worse than that bad.”
Lev Alexandrovich Russov, Little Bows, 1960. 29.5 x 38.6 inches
(75 x 98 cm). Oil on canvas. Wikimedia Commons.
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My daughter gives me a look that is at

once both sympathetic and doubtful. Sometimes

jealous, wishing I’d had such an opportunity when

I do exaggerate, so why should she believe me?

I was twenty. Hadden’s latest painting is a life-size

By design, my two daughters had little contact

diva, center stage, head back, mouth open, red

with my parents when they were children. “I feel I

dress plastered to curves, outstretched arms and

should be going with you,” she says.

open hands beseeching. Each detail, down to kinky

“I apologize for the theatrics, and thank you, Love,

shoes, is convincing, except that the singer’s neck

for the chauffeur service . . . but I’m glad you’re not

is absent from chin to clavicle, making the head

coming with me.”

appear to float. Hadden titled the painting A Trace

After takeoff, when I put the seat back, I close my

of Longing. During critique a young woman argued,

eyes and a threadbare interior monologue starts

with moral certainty, that omitting the neck was an

up. I can’t remember when I last wallowed in this

act of violence. In his paper, which I’m now reading

toxic puddle of anger and self-pity. I doze between

with a smile, Hadden defends his treatment saying

imaginary confrontations with my mother. “Why?” I

he’s illustrating the artist’s song pouring forth despite

imagine asking her, “Why would anyone treat their

the missing throat. He concludes, “Longing for the

only child the way you treated me?” By the time

lost part of oneself is what makes the artist sing.”

most of the shades in the cabin have been raised

I mark the paper A. I love my job and appreciate

the sun is shining on the tops of Nebraska clouds.

it all the more because it took me so long to qualify

I scold myself. Sixty is too old to be playing poor

for it.

me. This time I will confront my mother and I will

Just past five o’clock, driving a rental, I arrive

not allow her to pull her Billie Burke as a defense.

at my old neighborhood in the western part of

A therapist once suggested I demand explanations

Massachusetts. I want to turn around and fly home,

and this will be my last opportunity. As a child I

frame my paintings for the faculty show, redo the

idolized my father, but today I have no tears and

slide shows for next semester, order supplies. I want

no questions for him. It’s too late for rescue. I pull

to do anything but confront my mother. I don’t belong

a blue pencil and a folder of student papers from

here. I was raised here, but California is home.

my brief case, and I set to work making notes in
the margins as I read.

I turn on to Hollyhock Drive. A woman in a puff
coat and mittens is watching over two children

I asked for only a couple of paragraphs, but I’m

riding tricycles at the dead end of the street.

not surprised to find two pages from Hadden Archer.

When I was a kid there were many more children

Blessed with scholarships and supportive parents,

playing outside in the late afternoon. Every once

twenty-year-old Hadden is transferring from junior

in a while a mother would step out on a porch

college to The Rhode Island School of Design. I’m

or open a window, call, then a child would break
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from the bunch and go running home. It was never

but because I’ve been brought up to lock this door.

my mother calling me. It was my responsibility to

Mother scotch-taped hand lettered signs to the

keep track of the time and not force her to “scream

front and back doors that read, KEEP THIS DOOR

like a fishwife.” If I was late, I was punished; as

LOCKED, a directive for me and strictly enforced.

a consequence I’m rarely late for anything. The

In the living room a sand-colored couch is still

cold air makes me remember the pleasure of ice

facing a pair of wing chairs upholstered in prickly

skating on the frozen pond back of the house. If

beige. The quiet is familiar. I could have just

asked, I could say my childhood was a secure one,

come from school, Mother asleep in her darkened

privileged in many ways, but it was on the streets

bedroom. An obsolete mahogany console, which

and inside other kids’ houses that I felt o.k. In my

looks brand new, holds matching crocheted doilies

own mother’s house, I felt constant anxiety.

and small silver frames displaying photographs of

I park in front, leaving the driveway free for the

my daughters at various ages. My girls sent their

ambulance which will bring my father home from

grandparents the yearly school photos. Nothing I

the hospital. Duffel in hand, I follow the brick path

ever encouraged.

to the front door. By virtue of two white columns

When I’d called back to tell my mother the flight

this post-war model is a colonial, one of three on

and time she said, “The doctors have given him a

the street. I used to imagine the Mediterraneans,

month, perhaps two. I have help. You needn’t stay.

tudors, and moderns encouraged more hugs and

You just need to visit with him a bit. A live-in nurse

fewer punishments.

will use your old room. Hospice is involved.”

The bushes are neatly trimmed, a sign my

She sounded absurdly chipper. I can’t imagine

father hasn’t wielded the clippers. When I was

what she will do after my dad dies, having made

a kid, hedge trimming and lawn cutting were

him and their assorted illnesses the center of her

my father’s only domestic task, which he did so

life. She never had close friends. What are my

badly it was funny, at least I thought so. Unlike

responsibilities here? And why do either of them

other fathers in the neighborhood, mine made no

want to see their disappointing daughter?

attempt to be handy. His free time was spent on

Now in their eighties, my parents have maintained

the expanding universe, unit wavelengths, and

a cloistered marriage. She has often said he was

quantum fluctuations.

“her whole life.” With no job, no committees, no

I find the hinged clapboard, which hides the key,

friendships, not even a dog or a cat, Mother’s

and I unlock the front door. Setting my bag on the

most trusted acquaintances were housekeepers,

hall runner, I make sure I’ve locked the door behind

doctors, nurses, and pharmacists. She presided

me, not because the neighborhood is dangerous

over illnesses—his diabetes, her own undiagnosed
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complaints, and my childhood asthma—like the

older I saw the danger was overstated, as Dad was

head nurse in a battle-front hospital.

a chief engineer for Western Union and exciting

Unlike Mother, my father had his political

things connected with hurricanes, floods, wars,

friends, professional friends, the same secretary

and strikes, were always effecting life at his office.

for many years. I think again of Mother at four in

When equipment went down in New England, it

the afternoon deep in barbiturated sleep, and I

was Dad that traveled to other cities to unravel the

remember how fast she could pull it together to

problems. He was often out of town.

dress, have the table set, and dinner ready by the
time Dad got home.

“Your father,” Mother says, “is being prepared for the
ambulance, and he will be discharged any minute

I drift from room to room, picking up and putting

now. Dana, say nothing to upset him. Nothing about

down objects, surprised at the emotional impact. The

the way you live out there in California. He may not

ocher and brown master bedroom is as I remember

even recognize you, although he does keep asking

it. On Mother’s dressing table I recognize a blue

for you, poor man. Why he . . . ”

Evening in Paris perfume bottle that Dad bought for

I interrupt. “Mother, I didn’t come back here to

me to give one Mother’s Day. I hadn’t wanted to

upset Dad. We’ll see each other when you get here.”

give her anything. I pick up the bottle with a thin

Pleased with my cool, I put the phone down before

silver tassel, which retains the scent of blackberries,

she has a chance to object. I intend to upset her.

roses, and old wood, and I wonder why she keeps
this memento of false affection.

My old bedroom is still furnished with the small
desk where I drew and did my homework, and

The telephone, in an alcove between the kitchen

against a white wall, are twin brass beds, one of

and the dining room, is ringing and I hurry to answer.

which was never used. I was allowed overnights

Mother addresses me, again without salutation.

in the homes of other girls, but they were never

“Your father,” Mother’s sentences often did begin
with an accusatory, “Your father”. (Your father, who

invited here. An extra child would be disruptive
for my father.

you have upset; Your father, who you disappoint; Your

I look into Mother’s sewing room where a hospital

father, who deserves better from his only child; Your

bed has been set up in the middle of one of her big

father, who would have preferred a son.) Mother

hooked rugs. A small television and a laptop sit on

never actually said these things, but I heard them.

Mother’s Singer. With mixed emotions, I think about

Brittle diabetes demanded Dad be excluded

my father’s den, and bravely, from the hall I open

from excitement as any untoward drama could

the door to the attic and climb the narrow staircase.

make his blood sugar climb. “Agitation,” Mother

This attic room was the place where he spent most

seemed to enjoy saying, “can kill him.” As I grew

of his time when he was at home. The space has that
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atticy smell of sun baked dust and old insulation. I

closet. If Mother asks how it is I’ve neglected my

look at his books—math, engineering, astronomy—

father all these years, I’m ready to tell her.

his Hallicrafters ham radio equipment, his slide

The only thing I recall my parents ever arguing

rule, ink pens, charts, and graphs. My aunts used to

about was how to discipline me. Haunted by the

declare with pride that their much-admired brother

dark Jesuits of his Boston College education, my

“lived in his head.” I would have loved this attic

father refused the task, leaving the responsibility

room if only it hadn’t been the place where Mother

solely to Mother. Once I told him I wished I could

chose, after the housekeeper had gone for the day,

be carried off in a tornado and be set down in

to blister my bare bottom with a black rubber fly

Oz. I told him I would elect to stay there. Having

swatter. Sometimes the head, in the shape of a fly’s

learned the wizard’s secret, I figured I would get

wing, would come loose and fly off, but she kept

along very well. He advised me not to confuse my

whipping with the twisted wire handle.

pretty head as Oz was impossible to get to from

It isn’t physical pain I’m remembering, but
unforgivable

humiliation.

Afterward,

this plane of existence. “When I was your age I was

Mother

reading physics in German, so be glad you’re a girl

would lock me in the kitchen broom closet, setting

and free to read foolish books.” His teasing carried

the alarm clock so she could sleep, then she

affection, and I remember wishing I could talk to

would let me out to set the table while she put on

him about Mother without it killing him. There

a pretty apron and started supper, making family

was never punishment going on when he was at

life normal for Dad’s return.

home, which made his presence there protective.

It was in that closet where I began dreaming

He never knew about those times when I’d failed to

about revenge, but imagined revenge gets stale, so

wash dishes properly, failed to memorize a school

on the wooden baseboards, down where light was

assignment, failed to pass a spelling test, neglected

seeping in, I’d crouch on the floor and make deep

to close a door, ran or jumped in the house, dared

pencil marks, embossed doodles every few inches

argue, or allowed my face to reveal an expression of

that turned into drawings of dogs, cats, horses,

impudence, which I recall as honorable defiance. I

bunnies, birds, and houses with smoke spiraling

was only attempting to slay her with contempt. Dad

out of the chimney. As I grew older I added people,

never seemed to notice anything odd about the

ballet dancers, runners, cigarette-smoking ladies

relationship between his wife and his daughter.

in twisted model poses. I assumed no one noticed

Her punishments were formal, not the quick

the defaced property because I was never punished

angers of an exasperated parent, but set up by

for it. I come back downstairs and close the door

appointment, announced before I left for school—a

to the attic. I decide not to look into the broom

whipping scheduled for 4:30, which would give me
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a whole day in class to think about it and to mourn

My mother has not spent all of her time napping.

my error. Time spent in the broom closet was to

She hooks rugs, embroiders tea towels, crochets

remind me that freedom, like love, must be earned.

potholders. She’s covered a footstool and the

The whippings came to an end when I turned

kitchen chair seats with needle point. She tooled the

twelve. I was suddenly tall, and I’m sure I was

leather book ends that hold the diabetic cookbooks.

stronger than my tiny mother because the last time

I’m not as dismissive of these accomplishments as I

she attempted to whip me I kicked her. I kicked

once was. When my mother makes something she

her and got away with it. From then, through my

makes it perfectly; I blunder and improvise, which

teens, this house was as peaceful as a funeral

is fortunately seen as creative. No one knows that

parlor. Instead of softening toward one another we

I’m trying to do it right.

maintained a remote co-tenancy. I felt my mother

I finish my tea, then wash and dry the cup and

was afraid of me, for from that bold day on there

saucer. The ambulance must be traveling along

was no punishment of any kind, for anything.

North Main by now. Will he be sedated? Does

Limping, a large plaster on her calf, Mother told my

he really want to see me? I imagine her in the

concerned father that she’d stumbled against the

ambulance seated beside him, straightening his

corner of a foot stool. This was believable because

collar, fussing with a blanket. No doubt my parents

she was habitually unsteady, and Father suggested

love each other. I can’t imagine what they say to

her poor balance might be from the Seconol.

one another about me. I suspect nothing. There is

While my friends were entering into a rebellious
phase with their parents, I went from junior high

no law compelling parents to maintain a lifelong
interest in offspring that disappoint.

to high school graduation with nothing to rebel

After my first divorce, they drove across the

against, and there were no punishments despite

country to Venice, California, expecting to find

poor grades. Blissfully ignored at home, I cultivated

me suffering from shame. Instead I was proudly

my image as a wild girl at school, spending as much

pregnant with my second child, waiting tables in an

time as possible in the art room making cartoons

Italian restaurant, living the artist’s life with a writer.

of the teachers. Boys especially liked me, and I did

Appalled, they refused to meet their prospective son-

whatever I pleased, but right after graduation I wasted

in-law. The store front “pad” suited me perfectly—

my freedom by marrying a boy with a convertible

my canvases were stacked against brick walls, his

and a companionable thirst for hard liquor.

typewriter and manuscripts were on a folding table,

I drop a tea bag into a buttercup Spode teacup

colorful pillows and spreads covered mattresses on

and then pour boiling water over it. I decide I’ve

a painted cement floor, an Indian bedspread took

opened enough doors for now.

the place of a bathroom door. It was all outlandish
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to them. Maybe I should let that day stand as my

happened I felt relieved of any commitment to

revenge. “Dreadful,” Dad murmured, looking out

them. Belatedly I understood that my parents

through a plate glass window onto Brooks Avenue

would never have disturbed their predictable lives

where underdressed beach goers slapped along the

with the unpredictability of another child.

sidewalk in rubber thong sandals. “Why,” Mother

I know little about Mother’s childhood. I

demanded, “was a gigantic truck tire, lined with old

remember Dad’s stories, his Peck’s Bad Boy persona,

blankets and cushions, serving as a playpen for their

his Penrod tales, his Model T Ford, the crystal radio

granddaughter?”

set he put together at twelve, how he’d learned

“Why, after all we did to give you a decent home,

Morse code from a mail order catalog. In those days

have you chosen this?” Speaking over the next-door

my father was Thomas Edison, Franklin Roosevelt,

poet banging on bongos, my parents threatened to

and Albert Einstein to me. He’d been a telegrapher

take my daughter away.

and an engineer and, as a ham radio operator, he

“Dad, wait till you meet Nick. He’s not dreadful.

sent Morse-coded messages to ships at sea from the

He’s writing a brilliant novel. He’s intelligent. He

equipment in the attic. Considering that he would

graduated from Princeton.”

never have a son, Mother said he bore the fact of an

“And this is the way he supports you and your

only daughter with grace. The central thing I knew

child? He hasn’t even married you. I don’t care if

about my mother was that in birthing me she almost

he went to Harvard!”

died and the damage to her “insides” brought on

I’d never experienced his anger before. I was
hurt but I refused to show it.

the series of illnesses that plagued her life.
My mother grew up on a large, but simple farm,

Mother said, “This is an impossible environment

in Nova Scotia. When she came to the States she

for our grandchild. We should take her with us back

began to collect certain prestige items commonly

to Massachusetts until you come to your senses.”

sold in the better department stores—Hudson Bay

I gave her a hard look and warned, “You’ll do no

blankets, Haviland and Spode china, Waterford

such thing. My daughter won’t be raised as I was!”

crystal, percale sheets and towels. With the help

“And just what does that mean?” roared my father.

of a part time housekeeper, she took exquisite

I didn’t know he could roar.

care of these things. A rip, a stain, a scratch, or a

After he stiffly marched out to his Buick, Mother

chip in anything could bring on a sick headache.

went hysterical. “Have you forgotten? Your father

She lectured me often about responsibility but

is not to be upset, Dana. Do you want to kill him?”

I found it hard to care. In my adult environment,

For weeks after their departure, I was afraid they

secondhand stores provide an endless variety of

might attempt to take my daughter. When nothing
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mismatch, none of it worth a child’s tears.

Traces of Longing

At last I hear the tires of an ambulance rolling

“Dana?” it sounds like a question.

softly into the drive. They are coming in the back

I’m getting used to the way he looks but I have no

way. I move chairs aside and pull out a small

idea how much he understands. He mumbles and

table in the back hall to make room for the gurney

drools and his eyes look so angry and confused

maneuvered by two young men in white jackets.

I want to cry. Mother keeps saying how well he

Mother follows. My God, she’s old and so small!

looks. I read the front page of the Times to him and

“Dana, thank you for moving the table,” she says,

every time I stop he indicates with shaky gestures

then she casually introduces me to the attendants.

he wants to hear more.

“Our daughter,” she says, as if she saw me every day.

I peel potatoes at the kitchen sink while Mother

Mother was once a very pretty woman, sweet faced

prepares the rest of his meal. Using an old-

and delicate. Even now there is a vulnerable beauty

fashioned balance scale, wood blocks in one

to her. My tall, scholarly looking father with his

tray, she measures carrots, then peas, then cubes

hawk nose and small round eyeglasses had always

of chicken in the other. I hand her a potato, and

pulled out chairs and opened doors for her as if

after cutting and weighing his tiny portion, Mother

protecting a fragile being. Now he’s the fragile one.

places his meal in the top of the double boiler.

His yellow-gray skull rests on a white pillow;

Ours goes in the oven.

intense brown eyes receding deep in their sockets

While washing dishes at the sink, I casually

look like glazed ceramic objects. Though I thought

comment that I noticed she saved the Evening

I was prepared for the deterioration, I’m shocked

in Paris perfume bottle. “The scent on the chord

breathless. A silver police whistle hangs on a blue

around the neck throws me back to childhood,”

ribbon around his neck. His clenched bony fists

I say, thinking that a good enough start to some

hammer out Parkinson’s against the blanket. His nose

honest communication.

is even more hawk-like than I remember, but his jaw

“Why Dana, you’re mistaken. The ribbon has

looks shrunken. When I last saw him he was a man

long been off that bottle, and of course the bottle

of substance, over six foot and weighing at least two

has been washed. I keep it because it came from

hundred pounds. This is not the offended parent who

you, well, almost from you. Your father always

walked out of my life over thirty years ago.

liked blue glass. But you know I would never have

“Dana,” Dad says in a weak voice as he’s

worn that cheap scent.”

wheeled into the sewing room where the young

Suddenly I’m really angry. I slap down the sponge

men expertly transfer him to the hospital bed.

and march myself back to the master bedroom. Sure

At first following behind Mother, I now move

enough, there is no silver chord or ribbon around

in beside him and he sees me. When he says,

the bottle, and when I hold the bottle to my nose, I
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can’t detect any fragrance. Chastened and disturbed

as otherwise my presence here feels like a useless

I return to the kitchen to find Mother still talking.

embarrassment. I read from a magazine about

“Do you know,” she chirps, “when he looked up

Philadelphia’s new beer breweries, a Cuban artist’s

and saw you here he spoke his first words in days?

site-specific installation of plastic cups in Central

The doctors have given him so many drugs. He takes

Park, and the decline of men’s interest in fashion.

all the new ones and still his diabetes is out of control.

At the conclusion of each article, he shakes his

They gave him l-DOPA for his Parkinson’s and, Dana,

head as if in agreement and makes a gesture for

he had hallucinations. Can you believe your father,

me to read on.

with his good mind, seeing things that aren’t there?”

Later that evening, Dad asleep and the dishes

This talkative Mother is a surprise. I remember

washing in the dishwasher, I sit with my mother

her at best as an appreciative audience for my

in the kitchen eating ice cream. I listen to her

father. It was always Dad that did the talking, that

strangely contented chatter about setting the alarm

told the stories. Is Mother filling a void, talking

clock to give him medication and change the bag

because he cannot, or is it because she always

that collects his urine. The live-in nurse won’t

wanted to? Have Mother’s memories, like my own,

arrive until after I have left. A housekeeper comes

been repeating and repeating in her mind all these

tomorrow. All my thoughts about confrontation,

years with no outlet?

about insisting to be told why I was so punitively

“You were such a willful child,” she sighs as we sit
down to eat. Once, after your grandfather had taken

raised, make no sense in light of this present reality.
Still I long for some kind of answer.

you to see some sentimental Shirley Temple movie,

“Do you remember, Mother, the signs you taped

you came running into the house, and stamping

to the doors and the cupboards? CLOSE THIS

your little foot you demanded, “Why don’t you love

DRAWER. SHUT THIS CUPBOARD. LOCK THIS

me?” It was all I could do to keep from laughing, but

DOOR.”

of course I explained to you that love . . . ”

My mother’s eyes search the ceiling for answers.

“That love has to be earned,” I say.

It seems she’s made a connection, but then she

“Why you do remember, so I wasn’t wasting my

shrugs and says, “I’m over eighty years old, Dana. I

breath.”
This doesn’t feel like the time for confrontation.

don’t recall everything. The doctor says its from the
barbiturates I had to take. You were not an easy child.”
My hackles rise. I look at this woman who can’t
weigh over a hundred pounds and I say nothing.

Dad asks to have me read again, although I’m not

How can I confront a person who claims to have

sure he knows who I am, but I welcome the task

forgotten the very things I want her to remember?
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“But yes, Dana, yes, I do remember those signs.

Saturdays, laundry, ironing, scrubbing milk pails,

And why didn’t you?”

every morning washing the soot off the chimney

“Why didn’t I what?”

lamps. It was a different world. ‘Idle hands,’ my

“Shut the doors.”

father used to say, ‘are the devil’s tools.’

My mother looks puzzled when I laugh. I think

“You used to say that to me.”

about my student’s paper, Traces of Longing. I think

“Did I? Did I really? Well, good for me even though

about missing parts, like a silver ribbon, and a

I can’t remember it. I took so many pills. I stopped

fragrance having a long ghostly afterlife. Could it be

taking them a few years back, and do you know I

that I left doors open on purpose, as a way to upset

never nap in the afternoon any more, but of course,

my mother. Then Mother reinforces that possibility,

I can’t, your father needs me. When you were little I

“Why Dana, sometimes you even left the refrigerator

had to put you in the kitchen closet just to keep you

door open, and in the winter the front hall would be

safe while I slept in the afternoons. I could hardly do

freezing, snow drifting in. Well, maybe it is funny.”

that to your father, now could I? You should take a

She abruptly changes the subject. “I don’t suppose

look in that closet, Dana. Your funny little drawings

you have any new husbands to report?”

are still there on the baseboards. I never had the

“No,

but

you’ll

be

glad

to

know

your

heart to paint over them, so lively they make me

granddaughters are both solidly married. I have

smile. It’s what you did while I napped. I believe

three grandchildren.”

that was the start of your art career.”

“Oh I know all about that.” They drop us little notes

I’m shocked at her casual confession and her

now and again. Sounds as if your girls have good

rationalization of punishment as some kind of

children. I can’t say that as a child I was very good.”

advantage, like piano lessons. She urges me again

“You?”

to look in the closet and, when I don’t, she takes a

“I do remember lots about Nova Scotia. My

flashlight from a shelf, opens the closet door, and

doctor says childhood memories disappear last.”

runs the light over the baseboard. I see a child’s

She pauses and looks with satisfaction around the

drawings, crudely etched into the wood; there

room. You modern young women can’t imagine

are animals bigger than people and people bigger

what it was like back then, how many chores there

than buildings. Birds circle around a human figure,

were for us children. Obedience was strongly

and on the back wall, three people riding a giant

connected to survival. Youngsters today can’t

dog. I get up and look closely. None of the people

comprehend that. We had to do our morning

have faces. The no-neck singer comes to mind. I

chores before we walked to school in the snow.

expected to remember these individual drawings

More chores when we got home. The work on

but all I recall is crouching on the floor and digging
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into the wood with a pencil. Mother puts the

not had a piece of pie or cake for over forty years.

flashlight back in place, and when she sits down

I still measure and weigh everything the old way.

again, I shut the closet door. Mother says, “Your

That’s why he’s held on so long. Doctors tell me what

first little art studio. I always recognized your talent,

a good nurse I am. Sometimes your father, before he

Dana, but I was afraid to praise you too much for

knew he had diabetes of course, could eat a whole

fear you’d become awfully conceited.”

bag of warm doughnuts from the Mohican Market.”

“Didn’t you draw when you were a child?

Her smile is indulgent. I recall that sawdust-on-

“Draw? There wasn’t time for that. If you were

the-floor market in Springfield where you could

going to make something it had to be useful, like

look up and watch through a mirror as doughnut

a knit scarf or a potholder. There weren’t even

after doughnut plopped white into a moving river of

any naps taken on the farm when I was growing

boiling oil. Then, magically, the doughnuts flipped,

up.” She almost smiles as she drifts into a litany

revealing a crackling, crystalline brown surface, and

of seasonal farm activities—canning, storing grain,

at the end, an aproned girl, her hair in a net, would

taking wheat to market, salting pork, making

ask if you wanted powdered sugar, cinnamon, or

sausages, and baking the winter flat bread in

chocolate sprinkled on your doughnuts. For just a

a wood stove. “Cooking”, she says, “not just for

second I smelled those doughnuts.

family but the hired help too.”
When I was a kid it was Dad’s stories I heard

“He ate so much, sometimes I was afraid that what
happened to my calf would happen to your father.”

while Mother sat respectfully attentive at this very

“Your calf, Mother?”

table. With him asleep in the sewing room, Mother

“He was a winter calf, born out of season. I

keeps on talking as if she has been saving words

called him Henry. He needed special attention.

and is afraid she won’t get them all out before he

The old cow expired giving birth, and Henry had

wakes again.

to be bottle-fed. My father gave him to me to care

“I can still see the breakfasts. Oh, the discipline.

for so that I would understand responsibility. I

I would have never dared be as oppositional as

used to brush him with the horse brush. He was

you were. I could see how hard everyone else had

soft, not like the ones born in the muddy spring

to work. Life then was not as easy as it is for your

fields. Wasn’t skittish either. Sometimes I’d go out

generation. No matter how she was feeling my

through the snow to the barn and just sit with him

own mother was always up and about before the

in a pile of straw. Henry was more dog than calf.

sun, keeping the wood fires going even in summer.

That was the winter almost everybody took sick.

Can you imagine, we baked pies for breakfast? How

Mama went down first, which was surprising. She’d

those hired hands could eat. Your father now, he’s

always been the one taking care of sick neighbors,
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but she caught meningitis. It was up to us children

meningitis, but first Henry died. My fault. Then,

and Papa to do her chores as well as our own. Papa

my mother died. I promised God over and over I

sent me out to the barn, to the grain room where

would be good. I would always do every thing the

Mama stored canned goods. I was to fetch a jar

right way. But then God took Papa anyway.”

of tomatoes and another of peach jam. See what I

Mother is crying now. “Isn’t it odd,” she says,

remember. I’d been told and told how important it

“how I can remember something as far back as

was to shut doors, keep the warmth in winter rooms,

that calf, but I can’t remember much about your

always lock the gates to keep the stock inside.

childhood at all? Still, here you are all grown up,

When you live on a farm, it’s vital to keep things

two wonderful daughters, and you, a teacher and

locked, important to do everything right. But I got to

an artist. I must have done something right.”

playing with that calf, and I let him follow me into

I stand and walk to Mother’s chair, lean down,

the grain room, snuffling around the burlap sacks of

and, though I’d never done it before, I kiss my

molasses-sweetened oats while I climbed up on the

mother’s damp cheek and say, “Mother, I’m sorry

shelves for the canned goods. Henry followed me

all that happened to you.”

out to the barn door and leaned against me as if he

This isn’t love, and it’s not exactly earned. It isn’t

wanted me to stay. I really loved that calf. Early next

forgiveness either. It’s more like the painful relief the

morning my father found him bloated, distended,

hand feels when it lets go of something heavy that

dead. He’d gone back into the grain room that I’d

it’s been gripping too long. Maybe it’s putting faces

forgotten to lock, and with a slash of his hoofs, he

on the people or filling in the traces of longing.

opened up the sacks and ate himself to death. My

“Oh well, pish tush,” Mother says. “It was too

father always said, any child that doesn’t experience

long ago to get worked up about now. There are

punishment will turn out bad. Can you imagine any

so many blank spots. Isn’t it odd how things stay

creature hungry enough to eat until he explodes?

and things disappear. I used to feel a great longing

My father said God made Henry eat himself to death

for everything I ever lost, but look, I still have your

to punish me for my irresponsible ways. Of course

father. If I take proper care of him, he will survive

he had to add a whipping to God’s punishment to

this crisis, then you won’t have to come back for

make sure I understood.”

a funeral. One thing I’ve learned, doctors don’t

“Mother, was that around the time your parents
died?”
“Yes it was. So many died that winter from

know everything.” Just then Dad’s whistle shrills.
My mother stands. She is shaking. “Time for his
medicine,” she says. •
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EKATERINA BYKHOVSKAYA
Photographer
Ekaterina Bykhovskaya was
born in Moscow, Russia. She moved
to Strasbourg, France when she was
twenty-five years old and, ten years
later, lives there still today.
Bykhovskaya took her first
photography course at the London
School of Photography. This course
opened her eyes to a new world. She
came to realize that the medium of
photography goes far beyond the mere recording of the outside world
and could, in fact, be an exciting tool for the expression of views, moods,
and emotions. Since then Bykhovskaya has taken numerous photography
courses and workshops in Europe and the United States both to improve
her skills and to experiment with different subjects and styles. Through her
images, Bykhovskaya seeks to express her personal perceptions, emotions,
and feelings inspired by places, situations, or moments.
Bykhovskaya exhibits her work around Europe and the United States, and
her photographs have been featured in a number of publications and have
received numerous awards and prizes.
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PORTFOLIO
Jerusalem, Old City
While traveling in Jerusalem, I
experienced places, events, and
moments that revealed both the
contemplative and pensive feel of
the city as well as its strikingly lively
and exuberant character. This series
of photographs tries to capture the
singular atmosphere of the Old City of
Jerusalem.
Made primarily in the Jewish Quarter,
I have arranged the photographs in
diptychs and used images of the stone
walls of Old Jaffa as backgrounds.
Whereas one part of each diptych is
completely devoid of human presence,
focused on architecture and portraying
a sense of reflection and introspection,
the other part portrays the Jewish
residents of the Quarter going about
their daily business. The contrast
expresses my feelings and emotions
while in Jerusalem.
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Jerusalem, Old City 2.
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Jerusalem, Old City

Jerusalem, Old City 14.
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Ekaterina Bykhovskaya

Jerusalem, Old City 5.
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Jerusalem, Old City

Jerusalem, Old City 7.
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Jerusalem, Old City 3.
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Jerusalem, Old City

Jerusalem, Old City 6.
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Jerusalem, Old City 10.
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Jerusalem, Old City

Jerusalem, Old City 9.
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The Great, Meditative Self
sits at the crossroads of Here and There.
There, the vanishing point of the artist’s landscape,
the convergence where everyone came from,
a fairgrounds beyond the fourth hill. The little dog
stretches his leash; the ruffled parasol shades the white arm.
Here, the big, backwards step to take it all in:
the canvas tiled with grape leaves
and the gold leaf of the frame like the giltedge of a book. Being one who likes
her images with sound, the self adjusts her headphones.
“Don’t get too far ahead,”
says the woman in the pink frock
to the girls running toward the mitered corner.
One child stops and turns toward the oiled fields,
toward the faces she finds in green angles,
and sometimes in peaks of mud. You’ve invented
people all your life, says the one standing next
to the self, the one who never leaves.
Impasto crows line up on the telephone wire,
small messages running between their claws.
I’ve invented so many things, says the self
as she motions toward the canvas,
that doesn’t mean I didn’t love them.
The other shoves his hands in his pockets,
and the self feels at last she should tell him
what he always wanted to hear:
Was I in your childhood
the way you were in mine?
You were the little boy with the brown eyes
who ran the mud of the vineyard with me—

and come play with me. My two fingers
tugged the loam eddies of your eyes,
gently,
so the dream of you
would not fall apart.
Luisa Villani

David Morel, Harpeth River IV.

the vineyard they say I can’t possibly remember,
but I do. My hands on the ground shaped your face,
pinched together your nose,
as I begged you
to bring yourself out of the dirt

T he P aintings
Dorothy Rice
art by

Joseph Flavius Rice

in the

R afters

For years, the paintings in the garage teased us like
unopened gifts, those unknown canvasses wrapped
neatly in brown butcher paper, sealed with yellowed
masking tape and stacked high in the rafters. We
would glance up at them with furtive curiosity when
we took out the garbage or put discarded newspapers
in the recycle bin.

M

y father ,

J oseph F lavius R ice , gave us labels

when we were young—the funny one, the

pretty one, and the smart one. We never really outgrew

those labels, regardless of the changes life brought
and all the other things we became.
My older sister, Roxanne, was the funny one, the
ham. I thought she would grow up to be a stand-up
comic, like the ones on the Ed Sullivan show. She was
the class cut-up, pooping erasers out of her closed fist
on the desk at school and telling endless knock-knock
jokes. Juliet, the baby and Dad’s acknowledged favorite,
was the pretty one, with her violet eyes and long, dark
hair. She still is the prettiest, somehow defined by her
beauty and the sadness it has sometimes brought. I
was the middle child, the smart one, which I always
presumed meant I was neither funny nor pretty, so of
course, those were the things I most wanted to be.
I once overheard Dad say to Mother, “Dorothy has
a mind like a steel trap. Not much makes it past her.” I
knew from the way he said it, snide, with that meanUntitled. 26 x 34 inches (66.0 x 86.3 cm). Acrylic on canvas.
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spirited chuckle of his, that it wasn’t a good thing. I

was ashamed of my steel-trap mind. I have a knack
for remembering things people wish I would
forget and noticing things they prefer I wouldn’t.
I imagined the clanking saw-toothed mouth of an
excavator, the jagged metal teeth snapping shut.

D ad’s living room was furnished with a leather
couch, a crowded bookcase, and a massive coffee
table fashioned from a carved wood door. The faded
walls were covered with his paintings, dozens of
them floor to ceiling—portraits of strangers, hardedge geometric paintings on shaped frames he built
to fit his angular designs, and blurry, impressionistic
landscapes. A seven-foot tall, naked, purple knight
hung by the front door. He had presided at the top

Untitled. 48 x 48 x 9 inches (121.9 x 121.9 x 22.8 cm).
Acrylic on shaped canvas.

of the stairs, just outside my bedroom door, when I
was a girl. Back then, the purple knight, my guard

meant for my father’s ears, or they were observations

and dungeon master, had inspired a tingling fear in

shared with us girls after the divorce.

my adolescent bones.

Opposite the couch was the one I had dubbed

I once asked Dad if there was a head or face

the Aztec Pyramid. It was a bold geometric piece

under the knight’s helmet or if he had painted the

in magenta, red, yellow, and black and white. The

helmet on top of a bloody stump. He laughed

canvas stuck out a foot or more from the wall in

until his eyes filled with tears then offered a more

tiers. It was like a pyramid with an intricate ruler-

plausible explanation. “Faces are hard to paint,”

straight maze that grew increasingly complex as it

he said. “Faces and hands. Very difficult.”

rose from its six-foot square base to the topmost,

My mother had a different theory. She always insisted

smallest tier. There was a period in the seventies

that the faceless people, dangling telephone receivers,

when all his paintings were like this, hard-edged

and disconnected pipes were manifestations of

geometric shapes in bright, contrasting colors—no

his general alienation and isolation and his more

people, places, or things, only squares, triangles,

particular animosity towards women. These were

rectangles and the like, some with optical illusions

generally hushed, whispered side comments not

created by the juxtaposition of color and shape.
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According to my mother, this phase, when Dad

wrapped neatly in brown butcher paper, sealed

turned away from anything figurative, was a further

with yellowed masking tape and stacked high in the

reflection of his withdrawal from life. I mentioned

rafters. We would glance up at them with furtive
curiosity when we took out the garbage or put
discarded newspapers in the recycle bin. I tried to
peek at them, peeling back a corner of crinkly paper,
and those glimpses of vermillion, of pink, of a
disembodied naked limb only whetted my appetite.
We hadn’t dared ask about the paintings in the
rafters, not with our stepmother in the house. Yet
we longed to see them, hoping to find more of our
father in them, and on the drive home we would
speculate: which ones were they? It had been years
since she let us have anything. No more parting with
a lesser painting or a small clay frog at Christmas or
our birthdays. Increasingly, she coveted Dad’s art
and so did we. “He gave them all to me. They are
all mine,” she said, bugging out her glassy blue eyes
like a greedy two-year-old. He didn’t contradict her

Untitled. 48 x 48 inches (121.9 x 121.9 cm).
Acrylic on masonite.

but only hunched his bony shoulders and stared
sheepishly at his hands with their knobby misshapen
knuckles and thick, yellowed fingernails.

this to him once, fishing as I so often did, hoping

None of it had any monetary value. Father

he would confirm, clarify, or deny. He only

bragged he’d never shown his work publicly, not

harrumphed and said, “That sounds like something

after two paintings—an impressionistic view of the

your mother would say.” Oddly, the Aztec Pyramid

bay and a portrait of a young woman—were stolen

is now mother’s favorite and the one painting she

from a student exhibit at the San Francisco Art

wanted when he died.

Institute back in the early sixties. It seemed almost
a point of pride not to share. “Those were good

F or

ones,” he had said. “I miss them.”
years , the paintings in the garage

teased

us like unopened gifts, those unknown canvasses
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D ad stopped painting shortly after his eightieth
birthday. That day, as we celebrated the milestone,
he slumped over, unconscious, at the fancy Italian
restaurant in Sonoma. His face landed with a dull
thud on the white porcelain plate. He had suffered

started the conversation, Dad began to ask about
other paintings with fond, hopeful curiosity, the way
another man might have asked about the children
and grandchildren they hadn’t seen in a while. And
I knew exactly where they all were because that’s

a stroke and was in and out of the hospital and
nursing homes after that. “Don’t ever grow old,”
he said, with a thin smile from his hospital bed,
“not if you can avoid it. It’s not a very pleasant
experience.” I visited him in the hospital after that
first stroke and the ones that followed. Talking to
him had never come easy for me, his least favorite
daughter—the one with a mind like a steel trap. I
had come to realize that he was as uncomfortable
with me as I was with him.
But when he was sick, captive in a hospital bed,
it was different somehow. And it was then that I
began to talk to him about his art, a monologue

Untitled, 1987. 24 x 19 inches (60.9 x 48.2 cm). Acrylic on canvas.

at first, as I reminded him of the paintings my
sisters and I had acquired over the years. And after
a while he stopped looking behind me for Juliet,
for Roxanne. He stopped anxiously asking, “You
didn’t come by yourself, did you?”
The first time I talked to him about the green selfportrait. “It’s over the mantle at my house,” I said.
His eyes lit up. “That old thing. I haven’t seen it in
over forty years. Oh, how your Mama hated that
painting. I had to keep it in the basement. I was afraid
she would toss it in the garbage.” He had laughed
wryly, remembering, and that’s when I knew I was
on to something, that we’d found common ground,
something we both cared about. And once I had

how my mind works, cataloguing and storing things.
I could tell him about his paintings, every last one,
even those he himself had forgotten.
What he had said about Mother hating the one
we called The Green Man was true. That was why
he let me have it when I went away to college. No
one else wanted it. In that painting, Dad’s skin is
waxy green, the color of children’s modeling clay,
his face stern and beady-eyed. When we were
kids, we believed that he really did turn green
because his skin was very sallow, with a cast that
seemed to intensify when he was mad.
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Mother, her face pinched and serious would put

triggered them—the silent patches that stretched

a finger to her lips and say, “You mustn’t make a

out thin and taut like a wire—the triggering

sound. Don’t disturb your father.” We obeyed. For

incident irrelevant, forgotten, the tense quiet a

though he rarely raised his voice and never hit us,

habit that with each passing day became harder to

Dad ruled the house

break. As children we

with his tight jaw, thin

didn’t question these

lips, and the pallor

things.

of his skin, which,

facts of life, like the

we were convinced,

thick fog that hugged

changed

a

the Avenues. In our

chameleon’s. I wonder

house, green was the

now which came first,

color of silence, deep,

the green self-portrait

unfathomable.

or our firm belief as

green self-portrait was

children,

its face.

like

whispered

They

were

The

to one another as we

At ninety years old,

peered at him from

Dad didn’t turn green

the hallway, that our

Untitled. 48 x 27.5 inches (121.9 x 69.8 cm). Acrylic on wood.

anymore, if he ever

father really did turn

had, and we no longer

green? In my mind,

feared his silent wrath.

our father was The Green Man.

His jaw was still rigid, his lips still thin and set in a

Growing up, he was rarely upstairs with us.

dissatisfied line, but the green fire had long gone

When he wasn’t at work—Dad taught art and

out of him. Dad was in a wheelchair and a diaper,

math in San Francisco public schools—he was in

his eyes distant and rheumy. The green man of our

the gloomy basement under the house, tinkering,

childhood was a memory and the painting rested

painting, building things, coming up for dinner,

safely on my mantel.

and then descending again until after we were in
bed. And it was better, safer, when the green man
stayed downstairs.

And so we dared. Alone with him, finally, with

Mother once told me that he would sometimes go

his wife gone for two weeks, we asked if we could

for weeks, and once as long as six months, without

bring the wrapped canvasses down from the rafters

speaking a word. She didn’t always know what

where they had been stored for over twenty years—
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ever since he and his wife moved into the Sonoma

of two-by-fours to form an open-sided shelf over

house when they were married in 1985. Were they

the left quarter of the garage. Excited, she did her

ones we would remember from our childhood,

little dance, grinding her hips blues style, revving

from the basement of the small row house in San

her engine, trying to lighten the mood and make

Francisco’s Sunset District, where he had sat in

us laugh. Always more serious, less spontaneous,

his dingy workroom, under a stark hanging bulb,

I rolled my eyes at her antics. But inside I was

sketching, painting, out of sight?

the same—excited and a little bit frightened, like

We ate lunch with Dad that afternoon—Italian

we were children again, back in the old house,

wedding soup and corn bread from the deli at

snooping through father’s things when he wasn’t

the Sonoma Market, rice pudding with raisins for

home, listening for his steps on the stairs, fearing

dessert—soft foods. Dad ate slowly, methodically,

his green wrath.

resting after each spoonful. After lunch, he was

Juliet, lithe and athletic, climbed the ladder.

tired. “My favorite time of day—nap time,” he said,

She handed the wrapped canvasses down to me,

with a distracted, sleepy smile. We wheeled him

tipping them out of the rafters end over end like

down the hall and helped him into the electric bed

giant record albums. When they were all down, we

in the spare bedroom he now used. We reminded

looked at one another conspiratorially, collectively

him that we were going to take the paintings down

holding our breath for a moment before, in unison,

from the rafters. He nodded absently.

we ripped into the brown, brittle paper, tearing

I pushed the wood door up and hot summer
sun flooded the dusty garage. It was a still, bright

at them like bewitched children on Christmas
morning, anxious to get at our gifts.

day on the quiet dead-end street. Across the

When the last painting was uncovered, we

shimmering asphalt, the skilled nursing facility on

leaned them up against the three walls. The oil-

the other side of the road was eerily quiet.

stained concrete floor was littered with paper

The gnarled, old fig tree in the front yard drooped,

debris and twisted strings of tape. The garage was

weighed down by saggy purple fruit. A yellowed

transformed into a makeshift gallery, the walls

newspaper lay abandoned on the driveway. The

lined with large canvasses. Single file, we moved

mangy old dog from next door wandered over,

wordlessly from painting to painting, taking in our

sniffing at the garbage cans alongside the house.

private exhibit.
These were paintings from the sixties and

Roxanne opened the stepladder and positioned it
under the rafters—slats of plywood laid atop a row

seventies.

Dad’s

characteristic

block-printed

signature, JOE RICE, was on the back of the
canvasses. I had seen old Polaroid photos of a few
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of them in a cracked plastic binder in his workroom

and churches of a small town under a pastel candy

when I was a teenager. But most were strangers. It

sky. Our eyes met, eager and shiny.

was like finding more pieces of a puzzle we had
struggled to complete all our lives. We didn’t have
all the pieces, we would never have them all, but
it was something. It was huge.
The variety was startling—a geometric painting

“It’s Mexico,” I said, stating what we had all
instantly known.
We nodded, three girls again. Juliet had been
seven, with a lustrous black braid down her back,
I was eleven, and Roxanne was fifteen the year we
lived in Guadalajara and went to the American
School in our blue-and-white checked uniforms.
There was no basement, no garage, no room to
escape to in our small, rented house, and Dad took
long walks, disappearing for hours, while Mother
waited anxiously and the sun went down on our
street at the edge of town.
That afternoon in Sonoma I fantasized that we
had just uncovered a hidden treasure trove, a
cache of unsung masterpieces on a dead-end
street where they had gathered rat droppings,
insect nests, and spotty black mold. I composed
imaginary notes for the gallery flier and the
permanent museum exhibit and pictured the
amazed throngs of visitors who, like us, would see
these paintings for the first time.

Untitled. 48 x 48 inches (121.9 x 121.9 cm). Acrylic on wood.

Inside the house, the enigmatic artist and
reluctant father napped, oblivious, while we

of what looked like a space ship floating over a

scuttled around the garage, meddling in his

stark hard-edge landscape and one of a woman

memories, his creations. I wondered if he sensed

in scallop-edged green underpants and bra with

us, our pawing hands, our emotions—the intrusion

a thin shaft of bright blue light that pierced the

into his guarded, secret world.

canvas top to bottom. The three of us clustered in

Like those paintings in the garage, Dad was a

front of one that depicted a hillside, coated with

wrapped secret. Up until the very end, my sisters

green jungle growth and the whitewashed houses

and I waited, hoping that on the next visit, or the
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been his favorite, or so we thought, so we always
said, because he sometimes smiled indulgently at her
and patted her glossy head. But I know, for she told
me, that she always wondered if the special bond
between them was real, or if she only imagined it.
“Oh my God. They are amazing,” Roxanne said,
breaking the spell, never at a loss for words. She
rummaged in her purse for her camera and began
to photograph the paintings, positioning each one
against the unfinished sheetrock wall.
“Hey I know. Juliet, get back up on the ladder
with one of the paintings. Pretend to hand it down
to Dorothy. We’ll reenact the historic moment,”
Roxanne said, waving her hands busily at the ladder.
Juliet climbed the ladder and gave the camera her
best side. She stepped up a rung, cocked her hip
and beamed, acting out anxious anticipation and
the thrill of discovery as she passed me down the
canvas. “Go on. Get in there,” Roxanne directed,
waving me on set. “Take the painting.” I did as
Untitled, before 1968. 61 x 47 inches
(154.9 x 119.3 cm). Acrylic on canvas.

I was told, knowing that the camera would add
twenty pounds and that while Juliet would still

next, sometime, soon, he would talk to us, he

look gorgeous, I wouldn’t. “Amazing!” Roxanne

would tell us what we had waited a lifetime to

crowed. “It’s a moment in art history, as the artist’s

hear—anything, a few simple words to let us know

daughters rediscover the paintings in the rafters.”

it had all been worth it—life, art, perhaps, even,

We broke into excited, self-conscious laughter.

dared we hope, being a father, watching three girls
grow to adulthood with families of their own.
We held hands in the still warmth of the garage.

W hen Dad woke from his nap, we asked him if

Roxanne cleared her throat. Juliet squeezed my

he wanted to see them. We wheeled him down the

fingers. When I turned to her, there were tears in her

ramp at the front door and around to the garage. He

lovely, light eyes. She nodded mutely. She had always

stared, squinting, his brow furrowed. “I don’t know.
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Do you think they’re any good?” he asked skeptically, his
nose crinkled with confusion. “They seem so monochromatic.
They must have faded.”
With surreptitious glances at one another, we offered
to take the paintings with us so that we could clean the
dirty ones, perhaps find a way to repair the ones that had
been damaged when other items were blindly shoved up
alongside them—rolls of unwanted carpet, lawn chairs, the
detritus of a lifetime. We wanted them. Badly. And we held
our breath, wondering what he would say, waiting for him
to take offense. “Yes, take them. Take them all,” he said.
“What would we do with them? They are so big. Take them.
Get them fixed.” He plucked at his sticky t-shirt. “It’s too
hot out here,” he said, the paintings forgotten. We loaded
the dozen unwieldy canvasses into the back of a borrowed
pickup truck and secured them with twine under worn
blankets and a green vinyl tablecloth. We said our goodbyes in the living room that afternoon before we drove the
truckload of art up the highway. Like always, I told Dad
that I loved him. I had no expectations. He grimaced like it
hurt and offered me a taut, wizened cheek. “Likewise,” he
said. “Likewise.”
As we drove with our precious cargo, I glanced over my
shoulder every five minutes to make sure the load hadn’t
shifted. I pictured the billowy woman in her green tap pants
lifting from the truck bed and hurtling off the Yolo Bypass. I
wondered if the three of us, sisters, so close in this moment
of liberation, would someday be pitted against one another
in a bitter custody battle over these and other paintings, our
inheritance, more precious than gold.
Later, we hauled the load up to our mom’s house in
Nevada City as a surprise. Our sharp-witted eighty-seven
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Untitled, 1974. 25 x 67 x 2 inches
(63.5 x 170.1 x 5.0 cm). Acrylic on canvas.
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year old mother didn’t recognize the paintings

“Her,” he said, gesturing at the large canvas that

from the rafters either. “Well, I think perhaps I’ve

hung over the kitchen table. It was a painting of a

seen one or two of them before,” she said. “You

young woman, seated on a green cane chair. With

have to remember girls, your father was a very

her back to the viewer she patiently stares into the

secretive man.” And though mother said she didn’t

distance. Her plump ankles are tucked demurely

remember them, she kept two and hung them in

to the side and one soft arm drapes over the chair

her bedroom.

back. The horizon is a muted spray of orange and

Roxanne kept Green Underpants. We agreed

turquoise.

that Juliet would have the first shift with Mexican

“The professor said it was the best in the class.

Sunset. I chose one that my sisters didn’t want, a

She died in a museum of an-ti-qui-ties, in Cairo.”

malevolent lavender-hued nude with heavy-lidded

He pronounced each syllable distinctly as though

eyes, a pouty mouth, and yellow vinyl gloves to

it were a strange word in a strange tongue. “The

her elbows. I always liked the weird, surrealistic

professor, not the girl. She crashed through the

ones best.

rotted floor. The fall killed her. Can you imagine
such a thing?” He smiled wistfully and chuckled at

In the years and months before he died, I often

the memory of his teacher’s praise and the freakish
accident, seeming to enjoy both memories equally.

tried to turn the conversation to art, to painting,
wanting to understand what it had meant to him,
why he did it for so long and, seemingly, for so

N ow

little in return. I did most of the talking while he

have of him. I miss the dry snap of his morbid

stared at me balefully through his thick lenses. I

humor, his once keen eye, the rare compliment,

was like a dental hygienist who just won’t leave

and the rarer touch. It occurs to me now that the

the tender gums alone. There was so little time left.

thin drawn line of his mouth—the way his lips

The door was shutting and I really wanted to know.

curved ever so slightly at the corners, telegraphing

“A painting a week. I finished a painting a week,”

cynical amusement or displeasure—was perhaps

that he ’ s gone ,

the paintings are all we

he once said, in his careful, vaguely accented

just the way his lips came together, nothing more

English, as though that were the sum total of the

sinister or meaningful than that. But I’ll never

explanation. “Always. That’s it.” His gnarled hands

really know. My father remains as he was in life,

rested in his lap. I asked him which was his favorite.

an unopened gift. •
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SARA SLEE BROWN
Mixed Media Artist
Sara Slee Brown is from Ann Arbor,
Michigan. She went to college in her
hometown, majored in art, and received
a B.F.A. in painting from the University of
Michigan. She married right after college
and had two children. Over the years, she
and her family have lived in Richmond,
Virginia, New Orleans, Louisiana, and
Ann Arbor, Michigan, but they eventually
settled in Iowa City, Iowa. Brown then
earned an M.A. and an M.F.A. in painting
from the University of Iowa. For twenty years, she worked as a clerk and
graphic designer at the local public library. In her early fifties, Brown was
treated for breast cancer with a mastectomy and a year of chemotherapy
and radiation.
Several years ago she left the library to focus on art. Originally Brown
focused on creating still life digital pigment prints produced with her
flatbed scanner. The power of this camera technique was amazing,
and soon she wanted to expand her creative world by combining these
images with digital camera images. This created more ideas and
possibilities as well as larger canvases. Her work is generally done by
printing enlarged sections of the smaller digital pigment prints and then
gluing them onto the canvas. When she is satisfied with the collaged
canvas, Brown brushes on multiple coats of acrylic finish and varnish,
giving the piece a lush, brushed matte finish.
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PORTFOLIO
Discoveries
Exterior, interior. Surface,
substance, dream, reality.
Outside, inside. We
encounter these ideas
and concepts every day in
people, places, and things.
My Grandfather Slee,
a Methodist Minister,
immigrated to the United
States from Great Britain
when he was sixteen years
old. His only child, my
father, met his wife in the
church choir when he was
in college. As children, my
brothers and sister and

House on Antioch Road, 2011. 48 x 36 inches (121.9 x 91.4 cm).
Digital pigment print / collage on canvas.

I attended Bible school, church, youth choir, and youth group almost every week until each of us
moved on to attend college. As a child, I listened and believed most of what we were taught.
At some point I became aware that even though we were being taught to treat each other with
consideration and kindness, a great many people did not really practice this behavior. Some of
those were people I knew and encountered every day. These experiences made me very aware of
the fact that everyone and everything is complicated.
This is the idea I struggle to understand and imagine in my work. The lovely old farm house
may conceal some fundamental structural flaw or perhaps deeply embedded family problems.
The boarded-up store or business may be all that remains of someone’s dreams. The process
of layering, cutting, pasting, altering, overlapping, and endlessly changing images allows
me to create imaginary scenarios that somehow acknowledge and grapple with life’s many
complications, flaws, and difficulties.
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New Paint II, 2013. 36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm). Digital pigment print / collage on canvas.
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Yellow Paint, 2013. 36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm). Digital pigment print / collage on canvas.
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Reflections, 2013. 36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm). Digital pigment print / collage on canvas.
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Sunflower Porch, 2013. 36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm). Digital pigment print / collage on canvas.
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White Moon Door, 2013. 36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm). Digital pigment print / collage on canvas.
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October Night, 2011. 36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm). Digital pigment print / collage on canvas.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Helen SHulman
“I strive to work in a way energized
by intuition and focused by thoughtfulness.”

You Can Tackle Anything You Put Your Mind To, 2012.
96 x 48 inches. Oil on 6 panels.

helenshulman.com
helen@helenshulman.com
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Leyla A. Munteanu
mixed media artist
respected teacher,
offering art classes for
adult and children

...

accepts commissions

leydanarts.com
lmunteanu@cogeco.ca

M oving

to

CoMpletion

by John Fitzpatrick
Features poems, photos,
and art work on animals
that illustrate an energy
of oneness between
nature’s spirit and the
creative human spirit.

Over Shimmering Water
a great blue heron
wings the shoreline seeking guests
to invite for dinner
Published: The Mid-America Poetry Review

orders —
inforMation —

ContaCt:

web: http://turtleami.com
turtleamipress@yahoo.com

DJH
Debra Houston

www.artbydjh.com
debhouston@artbydjh.com
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Julie A. Struck, MFA

WarriorWoman Productions
interdisciplinary artist

CLASSIFIED ADS

workshops, live and online, in:

BOOKS . . . . . . . . . . .

mixed media collage
digital collage
visual journaling
memoir writing
critical and creative thinking

SHANTI ARTS PUBLISHING Books inspired by
art. See our growing book catalog.
shantiarts.com

4071 W. State Road 66
Rockport, IN 47635
�812� 618�8110

jannestruck@gmail.com
http://warriorwoman�productions.com

SEEKING A PUBLISHER? Shanti Arts Publishing
is interested in talking with artists and authors
wishing to publish art books, gift books, fiction,
non-fiction, poetry. Art is our story line.
shantiarts.com
Classified ads are $25 for 45
words maximum. Send text via
email to:
info@stillpointartgallery.com
subject line CLASSIFIED AD.
Following receipt and approval
of ad, an invoice will be sent.
Payment is online by PayPal or
credit card.
DEADLINES: January 15 for the
spring issue; April 15 for the
summer issue; July 15 for the fall
issue; October 15 for the winter
issue.
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Advertising Policy and Rates
IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS: Ready-to-print advertising images must be submitted in digital format. Images must be 300
ppi and jpg, tiff, or pdf file formats. SUBMISSION: Send image file via email to ads@stillpointartgallery.com. Include
brief text stating the page size and the number of issues in which you wish to purchase space. PAYMENT: Following
receipt and approval of ad, a PayPal invoice will be emailed. Preferred payment is online by PayPal or credit card.
Checks will be accepted if necessary. DEADLINES: The Quarterly is printed four times each year. Ads and payment
must be received by January 15 for the spring issue; April 15 for the summer issue; July 15 for the fall issue; and
October 15 for the winter issue.
Page Size

Ad Dimensions
(WxH) inches

One Issue

Two Issues

Three Issues

Four Issues

1/8 page

3.375 by 2

$45

$80

$120

$150

1/4 page

3.375 by 4.125

$90

$160

$250

$320

1/2 page

7 by 4.125

$180

$320

$480

$640

1/2 page

3.375 by 8.5

$180

$320

$480

$640

full page

7 by 8.5

$360

$640

$960

$1,300

In keeping with its focus on art, Still Point Arts Quarterly accepts advertising submissions from artists, art galleries,
museums, art material suppliers, art educators, collectors, and other art-focused businesses and organizations. The
Quarterly reserves the right to reject advertising submissions that do not fit its purpose and intention.
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FINALE

I wonder if the snow loves the trees and
fields, that it kisses them so gently? And
then it covers them up snug, you know,
with a white quilt; and perhaps it says
“Go to sleep, darlings, till the summer
comes again.”
~Lewis Carroll

David Henderson. The Boonton Iron Works.
5 x 7 inches (12.7 x 17.7 cm). Oil on masonite panel.
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